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trAnsACtion vAluAtion tiPs From An investment BAnker

Transaction Valuation Tips From an Investment Banker
An interesting perspective on valuation for mergers 
and acquisitions comes when you talk with an 
investment banker. At the 2016 ASA Advanced 
Business Valuation Conference, Michael Poole 
(PCE Investment Bankers Inc.) gave some valua-
tion insights from his viewpoint. By the way, PCE is 
a finalist in the 2016 Valuation Firm of the Year cat-
egory for the 15th Annual M&A Advisory Awards.

Fast facts. Poole presented some recent M&A 
statistics, and the implications this information has 
on valuations. The source of the data is five years 
of historical information primarily from CapIQ, but 
other databases were also used. 

1. Eighty percent to 90% of mergers and acqui-
sitions are strategic;

2. Private equity makes up 35% to 40% of 
deals;

3. Platform companies make up 10% to 15% 
of deals;

4. An investment banker does not represent 
most transactions; and

5. Transactions that are represented receive a 
premium.

The strategic nature of the vast majority of trans-
actions is expected, and so is the level of private 
equity involvement. Platform companies are those 
initial companies that a PE firm buys with the idea 
that they will buy add-on companies to grow it. 
From a value perspective, there is a different 
sense of value when looking at a platform versus 
an add-on company. “Traditionally, add-ons have 
lower multiples than platform companies,” Poole 
says. These differences may not be large, but it’s 
something to consider when looking at compa-
rables. And you’ll see that add-ons make up the 
most of these deals. 

Also keep in mind that only about 25% of transac-
tions are reported, so most of them are not on the 

radar. Is there a selection bias in the transactions 
that gets reported? Yes, says Poole. The “brag-
ging rights” phenomenon results in the better 
deals getting reported. 

Another factor that will affect multiples is whether 
an investment banker represents a company on 
the block. An investment banker represents only 
about 25% of transactions, but this affects the 
price. A transaction represented by an invest-
ment banker generally commands at least a 20% 
premium when sold (based on 10 years of data), 
so take that into account when looking at multiples 
in transaction data, Poole advises. CapIQ data 
show what deals were represented.

Friction points. One of the friction points between 
M&A experts and valuation experts is the issue of 
value transfer, Poole says. A question the valua-
tion should be asking is: Can value be transferred 
from the seller to the buyer? Often, the expert 
assumes the answer is yes, but this is not always 
the case, so it has to be examined. For example, 
the seller may have a large valuable contract with 
a big client. The valuation expert figures this con-
tract into the valuation, assuming the buyer will 
take it over. But the buyer may not be able to do 
this if the contract is not assignable. The fact that 
this large piece of revenue may not materialize 
would affect the valuation analysis.

Another major issue in whether value can transfer 
is the strength of the seller’s management team. 
Private equity buyers view this as absolutely es-
sential and will point to this issue as the reason 
why acquisitions go bad. That is, the strength of 
the management team was overestimated. There-
fore, this aspect of a valuation analysis takes on 
heightened importance in this context. 

Another friction point involves the impact that deal 
terms have on value. It’s improperly assumed that 
deal terms have no impact on value. “Terms have 
a huge impact on the value transfer,” says Poole. 
This often comes up when doing fairness opin-
ions, and there may be a tendency to not take the 
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BV News At-a-Glance
A monthly roundup of key developments from the standard setters, regulators,  
and valuation professional organizations (VPOs), plus noteworthy new books,  

research papers, and studies of interest to business valuation experts.

Standard Setters, Regulators, VPOs
IRS: Comment period closed November 2 con-
cerning controversial proposed regulations (REG-
163113-02) under IRC Section 2704 that seek to 
curtail estate valuation discounts. Almost 10,000 
comments have been received. Public hearing is 
scheduled for December 1 (www.regulations.gov).

TAF: Comments being reviewed for the Second Ex-
posure Draft of proposed changes for the 2018-19 
edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Ap-
praisal Practice (USPAP) (www.appraisalfoundation 
.org).

Fair Value Quality Initiative: Once the Mandatory 
Performance Framework (MPF) is finalized for the 
fair value quality initiative, the new credential, Cer-
tified in Entity and Intangible Valuations™ (CEIV™) 
will be available. This credential is for individuals 
performing fair value measurements for financial 
reporting for U.S. public companies (ceiv-credential 
.org). 

FASB: The Financial Accounting Standards Board 
released two new sets of guidance: one on consoli-
dations and one on income taxes (www.fasb.org).

IVSC: The International Valuation Standards Council 
(IVSC) and the World Association of Valuation 
Organisations (WAVO) are strengthening ties by 
signing a memorandum of cooperation (MOC) to 
jointly promote the importance of adopting the in-
ternational valuation standards (www.ivsc.org). 

IACVA: An exposure draft on peer review for valu-
ation firms is in the works by the International As-
sociation of Consultants, Valuators and Analysts 
(IACVA) (www.iacva.org). 

New Books and Guides
The Marijuana Licensing Reference Guide, 2017 
edition, Cannabiz Media and BVR (www.bvresources 
.com/publications).

Proposed IRC Section 2704: Potential Impacts on 
Estate and Gift Valuations, A BVR Special Report 
(www.bvresources.com/publications).

Research Papers and Studies
Lester Barenbaum, Walter Schubert, and Kyle 
Garcia, “Determining Lack of Marketability Dis-
counts: Employing an Equity Collar,” The Journal 
of Entrepreneurial Finance, volume 17, issue 1, pp. 
65-81. (digitalcommons.pepperdine.edu/jef/vol17/
iss1/3). 

Elizabeth Ruth Carter, “Estate Planning for Digital 
Assets: Assigning Tax Basis and Value to Digital 
Assets,” LSU 46th Annual Estate Planning Seminar. 
(SSRN; ssrn.com/abstract=2850156).

Note to readers: If we’ve missed anything here, 
please let us know, and we’ll include it in the next 
issue. Email the editor at andyd@bvresources 
.com.

terms into account. The trouble is, when valuation 
experts look at market multiples, you often have 
no idea as to the terms. Did the seller take some 
financing back? Did the buyer get stock that was 
deeply subordinated? You can’t simply assume the 
multiple is based on an all-cash deal. Yes, some 
of the reported transactions will disclose terms—
there are always exceptions—but most will not. 

The session highlighted the parallel universe in 
which valuators and transaction advisors often 

find themselves in terms of looking at value. Views 
do converge over certain matters, such as devel-
oping discount rates. Poole says they follow a tra-
ditional build-up method. The risk-free rate is from 
20-year Treasury bonds, then added to that is an 
equity risk premium and size premium (both from 
Duff & Phelps data), and then a company-specific 
risk premium. If there are big gaps between the 
DCF and market methods, they will dig down into 
the various elements to reconcile them, just as a 
valuator would do. ◆


